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1. Introduction

Silk fibers spun by several species of arthropods have existed naturally for hundreds of millions of years. The ecological functions of the silk fibers are closely related to their properties. For example, orb-weaving spiders produce a variety of different silks with diverse properties, each tailored to achieve a certain task (Figure 1) [1]. Most arthropod species produce silks used for building structures to capture prey and protect their offspring against environmental hazards [2]. The most investigated categories that have piqued the greatest amount of interest are spider silk and dragline silk in particular, produced by major ampullate glands and the cocoon silk of Bombyx mori (B. mori). The ongoing evolutionary optimization of silks from silkworms and spiders exhibit outstanding mechanical properties, such as strength and extensibility, as well as toughness, which outperform most other natural and man-made silk fibers (Table 1) [3, 4]. Due to its smooth texture, luster and strength, silks from natural silkworms have been extensively used in apparel and fashion applications for thousands of years [5]. Silks from spiders have also been utilized throughout history, such as sutures and fishing equipment in ancient Greece and Australasia.

In contrast petrochemical-based synthetic polymers commonly used today, such as polyethylene, which is formed by polymerization of ethylene at high temperature and pressure, or under the presence of some metal-based catalysis, B. mori and spider spin fibers from a highly concentrated, water-based protein solution under mild conditions [6, 7]. Due to current trends in exploration of natural biological materials and the demand for environmentally friendly (green) materials, investigation of the applications of silk fibers has steadily gained prominence. Silk fibers are emerging as candidates for applications in even non-apparel areas due in part to recognition for their extraordinary mechanical properties, as well as their biocompatibility and biodegradability. Currently, the promotion of silkworm as bio-factory to
produce silk fibers fitting for innovative and advanced functional biological applications is a big trend. Compared to silkworm silks, the potential commercial applications for many spider silks are still extremely finite due to reasons such as difficulty of high-density spider farming, which is limited by the cannibalistic nature of most spiders. Additionally, only ~12 m of silk can be obtained from a complete spider web, this is extremely small in comparison to the 600 to 900 m of silk that is yielded by one silkworm cocoon [8].

Table 1. Comparison of mechanical properties of natural silks and other synthetic fibers\(^{[a]}\). (\(a\) Data taken from refs. [3, 4]. \(b\) RH, relative humidity.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fibers</th>
<th>Stiffness (GPa)</th>
<th>Strength (GPa)</th>
<th>Extensibility (%)</th>
<th>Toughness (MJ⋅m(^{-3}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B. mori cocoon silk</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. mori reeled silk</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Diadematus silk (dragline)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Diadematus silk (flagelliform)</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wool (at 100% RH(^{[b]}))</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastin</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nylon fiber</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevlar 49 fiber</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon fiber</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-tensile steel</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Artificial spinning is the most promising method of promoting the application of silk fibers, as it can output sufficient man-made fibers cost-effectively and with specific tailored properties. Remarkable efforts for silk fiber reproduction via reconstituted/recombinant silk fibroin are currently underway [9, 10]. Reconstituted silk protein is derived from *B. mori* cocoons and the degummed *B. mori* silk fibers, they are soluble in concentrated LiBr aqueous solutions, yielding reconstituted silk protein solutions after dialysis [9]. Recent advances in transgenic technology enable the high level expression of recombinant proteins. Spider silk proteins have been produced by other organisms so that recombinant spider silk protein might be suitable for creation of artificial silk threads or other applications. Host organisms include bacteria, yeasts, animal cells and plants [3]. In order to biomimic native silks, the reconstituted or recombinant proteins used to spin artificial silks should possess amino acid similar to the ones found in native sites for sequence and composition. However, the properties of synthetic silk fibers currently do not meet the standards of native silks yet, as the composition, hierarchical structure and production conditions of natural silks all reportedly affect their mechanical properties [11]. Consequently, a profound knowledge of the natural formation process, chemical composition, relationships of structure and properties of silk fibers seems therefor imperative.

Thanks to recent developments in modern analytical techniques, significant progress has been made with respect to the structural characterization of silk. These techniques can provide molecular information about silk, including microscopic methods (atomic force microscopy (AFM), scanning and transmission electron microscopy (SEM and TEM), and scanning transmission x-ray microscopy (STXM)) and synchrotron x-ray diffraction (wide-angle x-ray diffraction (WAXD) and small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) combined with synchrotron radiation). Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (SS-NMR) is a powerful technique because it allows for the study of molecular structure and dynamics of semi-crystalline and amorphous materials. Raman and FTIR spectroscopy can provide the dominant conformational contents of a fiber. Raman microspectroscopy can be used to determine quantitative parameters characterizing the molecular structure (orientation and conformation, amino acid composition) of micrometer-sized biological samples. In this chapter, we will provide an overview of the current understanding of the silk fibers’ structure taken advantage of these analytic methods, then describe in detail the structure-property relationships and the formation processes of silk fiber. Additionally, we will explore material morphologies and applications of these silk fibers.

### 2. The structure-property relationship of silk fibers

The structure-property relationship is one of the most intriguing ‘mysteries’ of silk fibers. Various studies have suggested that there is a strong connection between the structures of silk fibers and their physical (e. g., mechanical) properties. An understanding of the structure-property relationship requires background knowledge of local structure, including the component and composition of silk fiber, the conformation and orientation of constitutive units with respect to the fiber, and so on.
2.1. The structure and composition of *B. mori* and spider dragline silk fibers

In principle, the full range of properties of silk fibers can be calculated from their structural morphology and chemical composition. On the macroscopic level, the morphological structure of *B. mori* silk and spider dragline silk are very similar, as both possess a core-shell structure (Figure 2) [12]. The silk thread diameter varies across types and species. For example, coating the two core brins of *B. mori* silk fiber with sericin yields fibers about 20 μm width. Spider dragline silks have a diameter of 3-5 μm and to date, have been described to contain only one protein monofilament.

![Silkworm (B.mori)](image1) ![Spider (A.diadematus)](image2)

Figure 2. Examples of silk fibers produced by silkworms and spiders and a schematic illustration. (Reprinted from Ref. [12]. Copyright 2008, with permission from Elsevier.)

Silk fibers are normally polyamino acid-based fibrous proteins. In contrast, the synthetic polymers, which are usually homopolymers or copolymers consisting of one or several simpler monomer, the biopolymers – silk fibers, the primary sequence and linkage between the
monomers are arranged in a strictly controlled manner and are responsible for the formation of well-defined structure [13]. A range of microscopy methods, including SEM, TEM, and AFM, have been used to investigate the microstructure of silk fiber [14-19]. The results confirmed that silk fibers are composed of well-oriented bundles of nanofibrils. Generally, the coatings of silk fibers function as glue. The sericin coating, which occupies 25-30% of the weight of B. mori silk fiber, glues the two core brins together. However, recent studies have provided evidences that the coating may act as a fungicidal or bactericidal agent [20]. It may also have a role in the complex spinning process. Studies have demonstrated the presence of microvoids for both silk fibers [21, 22]. Microvoids are thought to develop during the final stages of the spinning process, in which viscous protein aqueous is stretched or loaded into the fibers.

As two major families of silk proteins, fibroin is the chief component of silkworm silk fiber, while spidroin (also named spider fibroin) is the analogue in spider silk fiber. The B. mori silk fibroin is composed of two protein chains, heavy-chain (H-fibroin) with the molecular weight of approximately 350 kDa and light chain (L-fibroin, Mw ~ 26 kDa) covalently linked by a disulfide bond at the carboxy-terminus of the two subunits [23-25] (Figure 3a). The main proteinaceous constituents of spider dragline silk are typically two major ampullate spidroins, MaSp1 and MaSp2, which are estimated to range from 250-350 kDa or larger [26-29]. A common feature of fibroins is the high content of alanine and glycine residues.

2.2. Hierarchical structure of fibroin in B. mori and spider silk fibers

The primary sequence plays an important role in defining basic materials. Despite being quite different in their primary structure, B. mori fibroin heavy chain and spider spidroins share fundamental similarities. Both have large central core of repeated modular units (Figure 4), flanked by nonrepetitive amino- (NRN) [31, 32] and carboxy- (NRC) [29] terminal domains (Figure 3). The light chain of B. mori fibroin, has a standard amino acid composition and a nonrepeating sequence. It plays only a marginal role in the fiber [33]. The organization of the repeating modular units can differ significantly, as seen in the sequences of different protein types. As the major component of B. mori fibroin, the complete amino acid sequence of the B. mori fibroin heavy chain is composed of a highly repetitive
(Gly-Ala), sequence motif and tyrosine-rich domains [34]. In MaSp1, the modular units mainly consist of a subset of the sequence motifs (Ala), followed by several GGX motifs, with X representing a variable amino acid. In MaSp2, the GGX motif is replaced by the GPGXX motif, which contains more proline residues [26, 27]. The modular units are repeated up to several hundred times in the central core of B. mori fibroin heavy chain and spider spidroins such that they largely determine the macroscopic properties of the fibers. The highly conserved sequence of nonrepetitive amino- and carboxy- terminal domains are essential for fiber formation and expected to be of functional relevance [35-39]. Moreover, the analysis of the hydrophobicity of these fibroins reveals a pair of hydrophobic and hydrophilic counterparts. The central region of the protein is mostly hydrophobic, while the nonrepetitive amino- and carboxy- terminal domains are more hydrophilic [40].

**Bombyx mori** fibroin:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{GAGAGSGAGAGSGAGAGSGAGAGSGAGAGYGAGVGVGAGYGAGAG} \\
\text{AGYGAGAGSGAGAGSGAGAGSGAGAGSGAGAGSGAGAGSGAGAGSGAG} \\
\text{GSAGAGSGAGAGSGAGAGSGAGAGSGAGAGSGAGAGSGAGAGSGAG} \\
\text{GSAGAGSGAGAGSGAGAGSGAGAGSGAGAGSGAGAGSGAGAGSGAG}
\end{align*}
\]

**Nephila clavipes** MaSp1:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{AAAAAAGGAGQGGYGGGLGSQAGRGGLGGQAGAAAAAAGGAQGGYGGGLGG} \\
\text{QGAGQGGYGGGLGSQAGRGGLGGQAGAAAAAAGGAQGGYGGGLGG}
\end{align*}
\]

**Nephila clavipes** MaSp2:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{AAAAAAAGSGPGQQPQGGYGPQQPQGGYGPQQPQGGYGPQQPQGGYGPQQLGSQPSGA} \\
\text{AAAAAAAGSGPGQQPQGGYGPQQPQGGYGPQQPQGGYGPQQLGSQPSGA}
\end{align*}
\]

**Aranus diadematus** MaSp1:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{AAAAAAAVGAGGGQGGGLSGAGGGQGGYAGLGQGQGAGAAAAAGGQGGQG} \\
\text{QGQGGYGGLGSQQAGGAQQLYGAGQESAAAAAA}
\end{align*}
\]

**Aranus diadematus** MaSp2:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{AAAAAAGGYGGPSQQGQGPGQQGQGPGQQGQGPGQGQGPGQGQGPGQGQGPGQ} \\
\text{QGGPGQQGQGQGQGQGQGQGQGQGQGQGQGQGQGQGQGQGQGQGQGQGQGQGQ}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 4. Typical amino acid sequences of repetitive core of B. mori fibroin heavy chain, minor ampullate spidroins and major ampullate spidroins. The highly repetitive (Gly-Ala)$_n$ and (Ala)$_n$ sequence motifs are highlighted in red. The accession numbers for the sequences are P05790, P19837, P46804, AAC47009 and AAC47010 respectively.

The primary structural motifs have a preferred secondary structure and give rise to structures higher up the hierarchy. NMR, circular dichroism (CD), IR and Raman spectroscopy were usually used to examine the chemical, conformational, and orientational information of secondary structures for silk proteins [41-51]. There are three major conformations of silk proteins: the random coil, the α-helix and the β-sheet [52-54]. Using the approach of Porter, and reducing the complex secondary structure of silk proteins into fractions of ordered and
disordered material, they are roughly equivalent to crystalline and non-crystalline phase of silk proteins, respectively [55, 56].

The solid threads are characteristic of well-oriented \( \beta \)-sheet, the dominant secondary structure in silk fibers [57-59]. The first Raman spectrum of \( B. \ mori \) silk fiber has clearly shown the predominance of \( \beta \)-sheet, matching the results previously obtained from other techniques [60]. The total amount of \( \beta \)-sheet is around 50% for \( B. \ mori \) silk, which matched the proportion of the \((\text{Gly-Ala})_n\) motif [42, 43, 46]. Therefore, it is widely accepted that the \( B. \ mori \) fibroin is composed of a highly repetitive \((\text{Gly-Ala})_n\) sequence motif adopting antiparallel \( \beta \)-sheet conformation, namely silk II of the crystalline form. The \( \beta \)-sheet crystallite is the molecular network constructed by crosslinking \( \beta \)-sheet conformation of the molecular structures within several neighboring silk protein molecules [61]. It can be indexed as a monoclinic space group with a rectangular unit cell parameter of \( a=0.938 \) nm, \( b=0.949 \) nm and \( c=0.698 \) nm for \( B. \ mori \) silk [62]. Drummy et al. investigated \( B. \ mori \) silk fiber bundles using wide angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) [63]. The amorphous halo was also investigated from the WAXS pattern. The results concluded that silk fiber is made up of crystalline regions and connected by regions of amorphous or non-crystalline regions, each comprising of approximately 50% of the total structure. These features are in agreement with structural model proposed before [64].

It is quite firmly believed that the \((\text{Ala})_n\) domains in spider dragline silk fibers adopt a \( \beta \)-sheet conformation, which are predominantly found to be antiparallel folding and organized into crystallite [41, 61, 65]. Based on the x-ray diffraction pattern, the \( \beta \)-sheet crystallites can be indexed as an orthogonal unit with cell parameters of \( a=1.03 \) nm, \( b=0.944 \) nm and \( c=0.695 \) nm for \( \text{Nephila} \) spider dragline silk [66]. From the data presented, the content of \( \beta \)-sheet conformation in \( \text{Nephila} \) spider dragline silks ranging from 30% to 40% [46, 48]. This value is much higher than the 20% average for degree of crystallinity (amount of \( \beta \)-sheet crystallites), as reported by XRD [67-69]. The lower crystallinity of spider dragline seems to closely correlate with less highly ordered \( \beta \)-sheet content for diffraction [61].

It is expected that the mechanical properties of silk fibers will critically depend on the characters of \( \beta \)-sheet crystallites, significant properties include crystallinity, size (aspect ratio, distribution) and dispersion of \( \beta \)-sheet crystallites, the intercrystallite distance, and the degree of orientation in the silk fiber. The size of \( \beta \)-sheet crystallite in \( B. \ mori \) silk fiber, determined via quantitative examination of the dark field TEM images, were revealed to be 20 to 170 nm in the axial direction and 1 to 20 nm in the lateral direction. And all the crystallites were uniformly distributed in the whole fiber matrix [14]. The smaller crystallite sizes, as measured from LVTEM and WAXS images, are a reasonable match to those calculated from Scherrer analysis of x-ray fiber pattern [63]. It has a large distribution of sizes range from only a few nanometers to tens of nanometers in length. The average crystallite size of \( \text{Nephila} \) spider dragline silks is calculated to be approximately 2 \( \times \) 5 \( \times \) 7 nm based on X-ray diffraction patterns of single and bundles of fiber [70]. The correlation lengths related to intercrystallite distance along the fiber axis is ~ 13-18 nm, measured from SAXS for \( \text{Nephila} \) spider dragline silk. This value is agreeable with the distance between the \( \beta \)-sheets from the MaSp1 sequence [19]. The quantitative determination of orientation of the secondary structure for silk protein molecules shows that the \( \beta \)-sheets are aligned parallel to the fiber axis [57] and the \( \beta \)-sheets crystallites...
representing the highly ordered fraction are well-oriented along the silk fiber [70-72]. Additionally, the β-sheets of B. mori silks are slightly better oriented than those of dragline silks, corresponding to the fact that they are more crystalline than spider dragline silk [46].

The non-crystalline regions are often described as amorphous, poorly orientated, or randomly coiled sections of the peptide. The structural organization in the amorphous phase is not well understood yet. The existence of β-turn or β-spiral and helical conformations has been suggested for amorphous domains [42, 46, 65, 73, 74]. Tyrosine residue, on average, may form distorted β-turns and distorted β-sheets, which is characterized by 13C solid-state NMR in the amorphous matrix of B. mori silk [42, 75]. The Gly-rich regions in spider dragline silk have been described as the amorphous rubber based on X-ray diffraction studies [76]. The precise structure of the GlyGlyX motif in MaSp1 has been somewhat controversial. Recent NMR studies provided evidence of the presence of less ordered helical type structure or distorted β-sheets adopted by the GlyGlyX motif [48, 73]. However, for MaSp2, ADF 3 and 4 (the fibroin of major ampullate dragline silk for spider Araneus diadematus), the structure of the GlyPro-GlyXX repeat has been proposed to be a β-turns or spiral structure. The stability of these structures is given by the interchain hydrogen bonding [77]. The molecular chains in the amorphous phase are often considered to be randomly oriented. Studies from Raman [46] and SS-NMR [73] reported that the protein backbones in the amorphous regions of silk fibers are not randomly oriented but exhibit certain degree of orientation along the fiber axis, albeit much less oriented than β-sheet crystallites. Meanwhile, the higher level of orientation of the amorphous phase for the spider silks than that for B. mori silk.

Recent computational approaches have been useful in modeling nanostructure of silk. Molecular modeling integrated the information known about the structures, and has been used to characterize the nanostructure of the silk. Based on a bottom-up molecular computational approach using replica exchange molecular dynamic, Keten et al. reported atomic-level structures of MaSp1 and MaSp2 proteins from the Nephila Clavipes spider dragline silk sequence. It showed that poly-alanine segments in silk have an extremely high propensity for forming distinct and orderly β-sheet crystallites. Previous molecular dynamic simulations on poly-alanine aggregation also suggested that anti-parallel orientations in the hydrogen bonding direction and parallel stacking in the side – chain direction leads to stable β-sheets [78]. Glycine-rich regions are less orderly, predominantly forming helical type structures and β-turns in amorphous domains. The density of hydrogen bonds in amorphous regions is lower than in β-sheet crystallites [79, 80]. All of the results are excellently consistent with available experiment evidence and may contribute towards an improved understanding of the source of silk’s strength and toughness.

According to the prevalent characterizations mentioned above, silk fiber is considered a semicrystalline polymer with a hierarchical structure in which highly oriented β-sheets crystallites connecting with an amorphous matrix are organized in nanofibrils or fibrillar entities [81] (Figure 5). However, it has been proposed that there exists a third phase, or interphase consisting of weakly oriented β-sheets regions [68, 82-84] or oriented amorphous domains [85, 86] in silk. Recent NMR and IR studies performed on silk used hydrogen-deuterium (H-D) exchange to differentiate among three structures. The data revealed that the
D$_2$O-inaccessible β-sheets are associated with crystallites, while D$_2$O-accessible ones are composed of amorphous domains and interphase β-sheets [82-84]. In the case of spider dragline silk, crystalline component larger in size and poorer in orientation are detectable besides the ~2 nm sized β-sheets crystallite that are commonly observed [69, 87, 88]. These observations of larger ordered regions have been explained as ‘Non Periodic Lattice (NPL)’ crystals which form as a result of statistical matches between compatible sequences on adjacent molecular chains. It was revealed that the border where β-sheet crystallite regions and amorphous domains do not have any discrete phase boundaries. The presence of the interphase has also been deduced from STXM studies on Nephila dragline silk. It indicates that highly oriented and unoriented domains are surrounded by a moderately oriented matrix [85]. In summary, there is ongoing debate on the molecular structure of silk at the nanoscopic level.

2.3. The physical (mechanical) properties of silk fibers

Spider silk and B. mori silk feature unique physical properties – such as superior mechanical properties in terms of toughness (the amount of energy absorbed before breakage) (Table 1). So far, the maximum strength of spider dragline silk (dragline of Caerostris darwini) up to 1.7 GPa, which exceeds that of steel (1.5 GPa), is in the range of high-tech materials [1]. Due to its great extensibility, spider dragline silks have three times of toughness of man-made synthetic fibers like Kevlar 49 [3, 89]. Typical B. mori silk is presumed to be weaker and less extensible than spider dragline silk. However, when forcibly silking from immobilized silkworms
artificially at certain spinning speed, the mechanical properties of the specific \textit{B. mori} silk have greatly improved to a level that is comparable the toughest spider silk [4].

The mechanical properties of silk fibers can be described by stress-strain curve profiles, which are generated by stretching the fibers at a specific strain rate. The stress is expressed as force per cross-sectional area and the strain is defined as a normalized extensibility. Typical stress-strain curves for \textit{B. mori} silkworm silk and spider dragline silk show both elastic behavior followed by plastic deformation [90]. The linear portion of the curve, up to the yield point, is the elastic region. The slope is defined as Young’s modulus [91], a measure of the stiffness of the fiber. After the yield point, the fiber buffers the plastic deformation and the stress-strain profiles are subjected to sudden slope changes. This behavior indicates that major structural transition from rubberlike to glassy state occurs in the fiber [92-94]. These characteristics have driven scientists to explore the structural origin of the high-performance silk fiber, with the goal of obtaining templates for designing novel materials with comparable properties.

2.4. The structure-property relationship of silk fibers

Evidently, the attractive macroscopic mechanical properties of silk fiber can be ascribed to the structural effects. Most of the attention has focused on the nanometer scale: predominantly, primary and secondary structure, as well as organization and arrangement of protein molecules. In terms of primary structure of silk proteins, amino acid composition, sequential order and the number of the motifs in each module are important for the mechanical properties of the final fibers. For example, the primary structure of \textit{Antheraea pernyi} (\textit{A. pernyi}) silk fibroin produced by the ‘wild’ silkworm, especially the motif, is more like that of major ampullate spidroins than that of \textit{B. mori} fibroin [34, 95]. It has been found that such ‘wild’ silkworm silk displays similar mechanical properties as spider dragline silk [96]. In addition, six novel silk proteins from \textit{Mygalomorphae} (terantulas) do not possess high tensile strength and elasticity, due to the absence of the four motifs found in major ampullate spidroins [97]. Several studies have tried to establish correlations between specific peptide segments and the mechanical functions of the silk fibers [81, 89, 96, 98-100]. For example, glycine and proline play important specific roles in silk, as they modulate the backbone hydration and conformational order of peptides to govern the behavior of the fibers [101]. The proline-containing motif, GPGXX, was hypothesized to account for the elasticity of silk [102]. However, the primary structure of silk proteins alone does not explain the properties of silk fibers. With merely the protein of the right primary structure, the artificial spun silk fiber is far inferior to the native one [103].

The mechanical properties of silk fibers, also depend crucially on spinning conductions, such as humidity, temperature, and reeling speed, and so on [19, 104]. Variations in crystallinity and alignment can be found within the silk fiber due to variations in reeling speed of the collected sample. These variations have been mapped to mechanical properties by affecting the formation of the $\beta$-sheet crystals. As reeling speed is increased, the content of $\beta$-sheet structures rise in silk, with increasing orientation of both crystalline and amorphous fractions [105, 106]. Additionally, the tensile properties (the breaking stress and modulus) of silk fibers increase while breaking strain decreases [4, 19, 107]. It has also shown that reducing the crystal size by increasing the reeling speed has a significant influence on the toughness and ultimate
strength of the fiber [19]. Recently, Buehler et al. investigated β-sheet nanocrystals using the sequence from B. mori silk as a model system. They examined the key mechanical parameters of the silk β-sheet nanocrystals as a function of size. It concluded that small nanocrystals are predominantly loaded in uniform shear so that the hydrogen bonds in β-sheet strands break by means of stick-slip motion with enhanced energy dissipation and leading to greater stiffness and fracture resistance of silk [108]. Molecular models of silk protein β-sheet crystals with variation in their β-strand length were mechanically tested in molecular dynamics simulations. It was found that β-strands of around eight residues in length were optimal [109]. In summary, primary structure and spinning conditions both contribute to the observed structures higher up the hierarchy associated with the mechanical properties of the silk fiber.

Modern analytical technologies and tools have steadily contributed to the progress in experimental studies of the structure of silk fibers, as described above. However, it is still no consensus on the hierarchical structure of silk at the nanometer scale. Some models have been proposed to interpret the structure-property relationship of silk fibers. The first such model was Termonia’s early model [64]. The model hypothesized that silk is a hydrogen-bonded amorphous phase with embedded stiff crystal domains acting as multifunctional cross-links and creating a thin layer of high modulus in the amorphous regions. The stiff hydrogen bonds are first broken to give the fiber its high initial modulus. Meanwhile, it allows the dynamic rubber phase to redistribute the deformation field for prediction of the nonlinear large strain deformation. The simulated properties based on the theoretical model properly reproduce the combination of high initial modulus, strength and toughness of dragline silk fiber. However, in this model, a theoretical modulus of 160 GPa for rigid β-sheets crystals, assuming fully extended crystals, is much higher than the moduli for β-sheets crystals obtained from experiments and molecular dynamic simulation [110-112]. Porter and Vollrath et al. includes morphological parameters by simplifying complex structural arrangements of silk fiber into ordered and disordered fractions which are best quantified by the number of amide-amide hydrogen bonds between adjacent chains. These fractions can each impart individual attributes to the property profile (such as stiffness and energy dissipation). This model predicts the range of silk tensile properties in good agreement with the experimental observation [56, 113]. Krasnov et al. established a viscoelatic model for B. mori silk in the form of standard three-parameter Maxwell model, where the elastic modulus is split into amorphous and crystalline elastances. Subsequently, the elastic modulus is parallelly connected to the elements standing for the relaxation processes of the amorphous regions which are observed through cyclic tensile stretching measurements on a single silkworm silk fiber. They separated the mechanical properties of the crystalline and amorphous phases, as well as the interplay between mechanical properties and morphology, of silk. The model fits well with the reports of testing experiment [111]. Buehler et al. presented a simple coarse-grained model in which a combination of β-sheet nanocrystal and semi-amorphous region is modeled by beads connected via multilinear springs in a serial arrangement, representing the fundamental unit building block of the silk fiber. The mechanical behavior of these domains was simulated based on this model and the resulting stress-strain curve displays the characteristic shape observed in silk. It develops a fundamental understanding of silk’s mechanics. In general, amorphous regions contribute to the elasticity of the material. The amorphous regions unravel first when silk is
being stretched, leading to its large extensibility. Conversely, highly ordered, crystalline regions play a major role in determining the strength and stiffness of silks [114].

Multi-scale experimental and simulation analyses are the key to improve our systematic understanding of how structure and properties are linked. The mechanical mechanism at the macroscopic scale, namely, the fibril, including morphology and its consequence for mechanical behavior and the mechanistic interplay with nanostructure of silk, has also been elucidated [115-117]. At the same time, many experiments have been employed to assess the effect of structural changes on the mechanical deformation of silk [118-121]. When mechanical load are applied to the fibers, conformation, reorientation, crystallite size, and some other structural characters are monitored to explain the structure-property relationships.

The experimental and computational investigations shown above have explored mechanical properties of *B. mori* silkworm silks and spider draglines at different structural hierarchies.
from sequence to crystallites to fibrils to fibers, as well as the effect of structural changes on
the overall mechanical behavior of silk fibers. In particular, a closer analysis of the mechanical
response, spider draglines behave typically the strain-hardening process in the post-yield
region [81]. Based on the ‘\(\beta\)-sheet splitting’ mechanism [122], the occurrence of strain-harden-
ing in spider dragline as response to the structural factors has been clearly addressed. Spider
dragline silk can acquire extra toughness as a strain-hardening material by breaking intramo-
lecular \(\beta\)-sheets. On the other hand, \textit{B. mori} silkworm silk has far fewer intramolecular \(\beta\)-sheets
in the amorphous region, therefore it is less extensible and only exhibits strain-weakening after
yield point (Figure 6).

Furthermore, unlike \textit{B. mori} silk and the other types of spider silks, the mechanical properties
of spider dragline silks are greatly influenced by water. When an unconstrained dragline silk
fiber is immersed in water or comes in contact with a relative humidity greater than 60%, the
thread starts to swell radially, doubling in diameter and a shrinking to half of its original length
[123]. This process is known as supercontraction, which is another interesting property of
spider silk. A number of research groups have used different experimental techniques to
understand supercontraction and the underlying mechanisms [124-126]. It is assumed that
supercontraction is a result of reorientation of hydrogen bonds within the chains of protein
molecules and is accompanied with the release of the prestress [127-130]. Some researchers
attributed supercontraction mainly on the proline content of MaSp2 protein. Notably, the
content of proline does not correlate with the mechanical performance of spider dragline silk
fibers from different species, but influences the mechanical properties of wetted dragline silks
[99, 126, 131, 132]. Recently, Guan et al. discussed the role of the two MaSp1 and MaSp2 proteins
in supercontraction and quantified a contraction of about 13% maximum, linked to the
disordered component of MaSp1 protein. Thus the remaining supercontraction to a total of
about 30% is linked to the intrinsically disordered proline-containing fraction of MaSp2 protein
[133]. After supercontraction, the silk is called supercontracted fibers, and are usually to be
employed to study the structure-property relationship of silk fiber [123, 134].

3. Silk protein assembly and silk fiber formation mechanism

The remarkable mechanical properties of silk fibers have spawned great interests in determi-
nation of their origin. Systematic studies of the natural spinning process of silk fibers have
shown a highly sophisticated hierarchical process, allowing for the transformation of soluble
silk protein into solid fibers with specific mechanical and functional properties. Although
much is already known about the characteristics of the silk proteins and silk fibers themselves,
the process for silk assembly and spinning into fibers is yet to be resolved. A detailed knowl-
edge of silk fiber formation is critical for the biomimetic production of tough silk-like fibers.

3.1. Natural spinning process for \textit{B. mori} silk and spider draglines

In nature, silk proteins are secreted and stored in the glands until they are processed into fibers.
Morphological and histological studies demonstrate that the silk glands of \textit{B. mori} silkworm
are a pair of tubes and the two tubal glands are connecting before the spinneret. The gland of \textit{B. mori} silkworm can be divided into three parts: posterior, middle and anterior [135]. The fibrion protein is synthesized and present in a weak gel in the posterior division. The secreted proteins are transported to the middle division, where the sericin is synthesized, accumulating as a shell around the fibroin. Due to the water going out through the cell wall of the gland in the middle division, highly concentrated gel-like fibroin begins to undergo a gel-sol transition and serves as a concentrated protein solution of 30 wt\% [136]. Notably, the highly concentrated liquid protein, often referred to as the spinning dope, displays nematic liquid crystal properties [137-139]. The spinning dope is exposed to the elongational flow and moves forward in the anterior division. The shear force increases along the anterior division and the spinneret, leading to the orientation of the liquid crystallinity. The crystalline spinning dope is converted into a fiber containing water-insoluble silk II. This process is accompanied by extrusion through the spinneret into air, evaporating the residual water. Another remarkable feature of the fiber spinning is the stretching force, which is brought about by the repeated drawing back of the silkworm’s head, causing the orientation of protein molecules along with the silk fiber.

The major gland responsible for the dragline silk of \textit{Nephila clavipes} spider contains the following components: a long tail, a wider sac, named ampulla, and spinning duct approaching the spinneret [140]. Each division of the gland possesses a unique function in fiber formation. For instance, a highly viscous silk protein solution of ~ 50\% (w/v) is secreted from the A-zone of the gland, which is comprised of the tail and two thirds part of the sac. Further compounds forming the shell of the fiber may arise in the B-zone of the gland, which occupies the rest part of the sac. Like in the \textit{B. mori} silkworm, the viscosity of the spider’s liquid crystalline protein becomes lower and the spinning dope moves forward in the spinning duct where the orientation of liquid crystalline protein into a fiber begins. Due to its tapering, the shear force is increasing along the spinning duct and the stress forces generated in the drawdown process bring the protein molecules into alignment. Hence the protein molecules join together with hydrogen bonds to give the final fiber with anti-parallel $\beta$-sheet structure. As the silk protein molecules aggregate and crystallize, they become more hydrophobic, inducing the loss of water from the surface of the silk fiber [141-143].

3.2. Silk protein assembly and silk fiber formation mechanism on a structural view

The formation of a solid fiber from soluble silk proteins is a remarkable process owing to complex biochemical and physical changes. For silk spinning, several assembly models, such as liquid spinning theory [136] and micelle theory [144] have been proposed for the fiber formation, whereas the details remain to be elucidated. In order to understand the mechanisms of silk proteins assembly and fiber formation, the structure of proteins stored in \textit{B. mori} silkworm gland and the major ampullate gland of spider should be clarified. In \textit{vivo}, freshly secreted fibroin first adopts silk I (the crystalline form of \textit{B. mori} silk fibrion found before the spinning process) and random-coil conformation [145]. Silk I is less stable as shown by attempts to study the secondary structure of silk I form using x-ray diffraction, electron diffraction or SS-NMR have caused the silk I to convert to silk II easily. Silk I remains poorly understood. Most investigations on the structure of the silk I form have been based on model building of
peptides such as (Gly-Ala)$_n$ [146, 147]. The comparison of these models with limited experimental data, resulting in a number of conflicting models describing the structure of silk I. Recently, the structure of silk I has been proposed as a repeated β-turn type II-like structure [148, 149]. The secreted dragline proteins are mainly natively unfolded within the gland and consist of random-coil and polyproline-II with helix-like structure [150-152]. There is evidence indicates that the polyalanine motifs form polyproline-II with a helix-like structure. Particularly, the polyproline-II conformation may be important for maintaining the highly concentrated spinning dope, since the extended polyproline-II structure could prevent the formation of intramolecular hydrogen bonds. Additionally, the polyproline-II helix in spider fibroin favors transforming into a β-sheet structure due to their similarity of dihedral angles.

It has reported that B. mori fibroins and spider spidroins usually show micellar-like structure [16, 144] with an amphiphilic sequence, implying short alternating hydrophilic and hydrophobic amino acid stretches flanked by larger hydrophilic terminal regions [153, 154]. The intervening hydrophilic blocks located among the hydrophobic blocks in the protein prevent premature β-sheet formation, thus maintaining the solubility of the solution. Hence, the silk fiber formation involves shear force inducing the conversion of silk protein with specific structural conformations into β-sheet structure. This conversion occurs in the spinning ducts followed by drawing down into fibrillar structure. It has shown upon passage through the gland and spinning duct, the proteins encounter remarkable changes in their solvent environment, such as extensional flow, protein concentration, pH and metal ion concentrations, which are thought to be contributing factors in silk processing and affecting structural conformations [3, 142, 155-157]. The changes include removal of some water, slight acidification. In addition, the concentration of calcium ions (Ca$^{2+}$) are increased as the silk protein flowed through the gland in B. mori. Unlike in the silkworm B. mori, the elemental composition of the silk dope in the spider suggested that Ca$^{2+}$ ions concentration stayed constant while potassium ions (K$^+$) concentration increased. Meanwhile, sodium ions (Na$^+$), chlorine ions (Cl$^-$) are removed from the major ampullate gland.

Experiments made in vitro can provide several relevant insights into the process of silk protein assembly and the formation mechanism of the silk fiber. To unravel the assembly mechanism, the reconstituted/recombinant proteins were applied for fiber assembly under specific condition [158-163], Jin et al. characterized the change of the supramolecular structure of silk fibroin with a reduction of the pH, which demonstrates the self-assembly of silk fibroin as a function of pH. When the pH is reduced from 6.8 to 4.8, a morphological transition of silk fibroin from spherical micelles to nanofibrils and the conformational transition of silk fibroin from random coil to β-sheet were observed [158]. It may be driven by the stretching entropy effect related to the hydrophobic block in the protein. Shniepp et al. [160] deposited the silk protein solution on mica substrates without and with shearing by spin-coating. Only when shear force was applied during deposition, fibrillar structures were obtained. A microfluidic device was employed in which the ion concentrations and pH value could be controlled, and simultaneously, physical stress could be applied by channel design [163]. Silk fibers formed after addition of phosphate, application of an elongational flow, and a pH change from 8 to pH 6.
Actually, the chemical and mechanical stimuli together are likely to influence the fold of nonrepetitive amino-terminal and carboxy-terminal and the hydrophilic spacers within the hydrophobic core domain [37, 135, 158, 164-166]. Due to the larger hydrophilic blocks at the chain ends of the protein molecules having charged groups, it is possible that they might play an important role in the molecular assembly and conformational transition at a specific pH through decreased electrostatic repulsion. A significant step towards understanding the effect of the terminal domains in assembly was the determination of atomistic structures of the nonrepetitive terminal regions of MaSp proteins. Kessler and Scheibel’s group reported the structure of carboxy-terminal domain of *Araneus diadematus* ADF 3 by NMR spectroscopy [36]. And Johannson, Knight reported the structures of amino-terminal domain of *Euprosthenops australis* MaSp1 by X-ray scattering [35]. Interestingly, both terminal domains are mainly composed of α-helical barrels but with different folds. The carboxy-terminal domain mediates homodimerization via a disulfide bond [36] and forms a clamp-like structural arrangement. It seems to be implicated in a number of different functions, including control of solubility and fiber formation. The carboxy-terminal domains are able to form supramolecular assemblies resembling micellar-like structure, which is stabilized by the chaotropic ions (Figure 7). The amino-terminal domains are monomeric at pH 6.8 and above [35]. And recent NMR and light scattering studies on the amino-terminal nonrepetitive domain of *Latrodectus hesperus* confirmed that a combination of pH and salt concentration controlled the dimerization. The monomer was clearly stabilized at neutral pH in the presence of salt. While the lower pH and/or the reduced salt concentration causes the amino-terminal nonrepetitive domain to dimerize in an antiparallel fashion to create head-to-tail dimmers to dimmers [165]. The pH dependence
of silk fiber formation showed that an oligomerization is greatly increased with a drop in pH at about 6.0, which is triggered by the amino-terminal domain [35, 165]. The structural changes of the amino-terminal nonrepetitive domains rearrange the position of the core regions within the micellar-like structure, together with mechanical stimuli supports the β-sheet formation. With the exchange of chaotropic ions for the relatively kosmotropic ions, exposing hydrophobic patches can enhance the assembly process. The amino-terminal and carboxy-terminal domains sense changes in salt, pH, and shear force. And the fine-tuned interplay between these parameters enables the silkworm and spider to efficiently produce a stable very tough fiber under mild conditions.

4. Advanced applications of silk fibers

Traditionally, silk has been utilized in the construction of textiles. Current research in silk fibers involves their innovative trends and advanced applications. Basically, the rich proportion of essential amino acids in silk fibers indicates high nutritive value, meaning that silk fibroin can be used as a dietary additive [167-169]. Furthermore, the amino acids, glycine, alanine, serine and tyrosine are of vital for nourishing the skin. The crystalline structure of silk protein reflects UV radiation, acting as protective buffer between the skin and environment. The extracts of silk protein are used in soap making, personal care and cosmetic products. The silk protein is also applied to enhance glossy, brightness, and softness of products. In addition, the production of advanced man made super-fibers such as Kevlar involves petrochemical processing, which contributes to pollution. Interest in silk fibers is mainly due to the combination of the mechanical properties and eco friendly way in which they are made. Spider silk fibers have been envisioned to be applied in a variety of technical textiles, including parachute cords, protective clothing and composite materials in aircrafts, which demand high toughness in combination with sleaziness.

Silks are biocompatible, biodegradable and have implant ability, as well as morphologic flexibility. Silk fiber has been used as extremely thin suture for eye or nerve surgery for long history [170]. Nowadays, one attractive application of silk fibers is act as a source of novel biomaterials. Recent progress with processing of silk fibers into various material forms, usually via the formation of the fibroin/spidroin solution, including thread, hydrogels, tubes, sponges, microspheres, particles and films [9, 171], promotes the field of applications for silk fibers in general (Figure 8) [172]. Silk protein can be modified by chemical treatment or used in combination with other materials and the silk-based biomaterials have been transformed for high-technology uses, with promising futures in the fields of biomedicine and material engineering. Numerous studies have demonstrated that fibroin supports cell attachment and proliferation for a variety of cell types [173-178]. Studies have established a potential for silk-based biomaterials use as tissue engineering scaffolds, such as skeletal tissue like bone [179], ligaments [180], and cartilage [181, 182], as well as skin [183], blood vessels [184] and nerve [185]. Silks can be designed and offer another biomedical applications, such as delivery of small molecule drugs, proteins and genes [186]. Silk fibroin possesses remarkable optical properties, such as near-perfect transparency in a visible range. It has been identified as a suitable material
for the development of biophotonic components [187-189] in biomedical device performing electronics or sensors [190-198]. Surely, these impressive biopolymers are extremely promising for their potential applications in material science and engineering.

5. Conclusions

Our review in current chapter concentrated on B. mori silk and spider dragline. It links the physical and mechanical properties of native silk to the molecular make up, assembly and formation process in B. mori silkworm and spider. Over the last decade, there has been considerable progress in understanding the molecular structure of silk, which has inspired us a range of research utilizing the repeating modules of silk in combination with other chemical motifs to develop novel materials. The physical properties of silks highlight the potential for threads to act as high performance fibers. The advances in genetic engineering and gene sequencing enable the production of recombinant proteins in large amount and the exploration of various applications foreseeable in industry. The key point for this area is the development of suitable spinning technologies to reproducibly form threads with properties similar to that of the natural silk. The molecular assembly process of silk has provided us concepts to copy
and mimic the silkworm’s or spider’s ways of making and processing silks with tunable properties. Such knowledge is beneficial for further improvement of synthetic polymer-based materials. Combined with the discovery of new bio-inspired materials, the future application space seems more and more broad. As a whole, further development of related yield is underway.
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